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The Newsletter of the AICPA Private Companies Practice Section
Inside The Small CPA Firm and
By Philip M. Juravel, CPA
September 2006
Privacy Services
Many of your current or prospective clients may 
need to expand into e-commerce to ensure con­
tinued growth and profitability. But 
e-commerce also introduces vulnerability and 
the need to protect data that must remain pri­
vate. CPA firms can help their clients assess 
and acquire privacy protection. The following 
article discusses the services 
that can be provided by 
firms and why firms should offer them. 
Finally, this article considers the cost to firms 
of entering into providing privacy protection, 
and the probable amounts of billable time aris­
ing from providing these services. Resources to 
support these services are also provided.
I
n a joint effort, the AICPA and the CICA 
(Canadian Institute of Chartered 
Accountants) recently published Generally 
Accepted Privacy Principles (GAPP) — A 
Global Privacy Framework (the Framework). 
Originally published in 2003, the Framework is 
regularly updated to address marketplace 
trends such as outsourcing and the growing 
international focus on privacy. The Framework 
also includes a new section that provides 
step-by-step guidance on how businesses and 
other entities can use the document.
Practitioners will want to pay special atten­
tion to a second document, Building a Privacy 
Practice In Small and Medium-Sized CPA Firms, 
published to accompany GAPP and written for 
firms to help them provide privacy services to 
their clients. Although GAPP is intended prima­
rily for medium and large firms, Building a 
Privacy Practice is designed for firms with 10 or 
fewer professionals/staff. In fact, Building a Privacy 
Practice in Small and Medium-Sized CPA Firms was 
written by the small firm members of the 
AICPA/CICA Privacy Task Force.
Practitioners can help their business clients 
address privacy issues by offering a full 
range of value-added privacy advisory 
services, including:
• Developing a privacy strategic and business 
plan
• Providing a privacy gap and risk analysis
• Providing privacy advice, recommendations, 
and training
• Designing privacy policies and procedures
• Benchmarking and performance measurement
• Providing independent verification of privacy 
controls
Three reasons to offer privacy services
There are three main reasons for firms to 
consider offering privacy services:
1. The role of firms is changing — It’s time 
for firms to distinguish themselves. 
Competitors are chipping away at the 
services typically offered by CPAs. Clients 
are turning to financial planners, financial 
analysts, financial consultants, lawyers, insur­
ance advisers, and real estate professionals for 
the advice that is also provided by CPAs.
Current and future clients recognize that 
taking advantage of the opportunities for 
business growth, cost savings, and opera­
tional efficiencies may require expanding
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Publications, Tools, and 
Practice Aids
Before the small firm can provide privacy services, 
the practitioner should be familiar with some of the 
publications, tools, and practice aids available for 
free or at a nominal charge through the AICPA or 
CICA. Visit www.aicpa.org/privacy for more 
information, or send an e-mail to the Senior 
Technical Manager - IT, Nancy A. Cohen, CPA, at 
ncohen@aicpa.org. Nancy is part of the newly 
formed Specialized Communities and Practice 
Management Team at the AICPA. The publications, 
tools, and practice aids include:
• Building a Privacy Practice in Small and Medium- 
Sized CPA Firms Practice Guide
• Generally Accepted Privacy Principles (GAPP) - 
a Global Privacy Framework
• Privacy Advisory Services Marketing Brochure 
(part of the Practice Guide above)
• 20 Questions Businesses Need to Ask about 
Privacy
• An Overview of HIPAA: The Role of CPA's in Privacy 
Compliance
• Privacy Matters-An Introduction to Personal 
Information Protection
• Privacy - Are Your Clients Minding Their Own 
Business?
• Privacy - Minding Your Own Business
• Understanding and Implementing Privacy Services 
-A CPA's Resource
• Privacy Incident Response Plan—Template
into e-commerce. In addition, recurrent data 
security breaches, some global in scope, have 
triggered consumer demands for better 
protection of their personal information. 
By offering forward-looking/proactive risk 
management services, firms can help clients 
avoid these dangers.
2. Firm practice is changing — It's time to 
think ahead. Practices of all sizes, especially 
small firms, find it increasingly difficult to 
attract and retain well-trained, experienced, 
motivated, innovative professionals - in other 
words, true leaders - who will actively help 
build the practice.
3. Firm services are changing — It's time to 
expand beyond the “commodity box. ” With 
the goal of securing more profitable work, 
practices often compete on price for time­
intensive, unprofitable work. By competing 
on price, are firms sending the message that 
their services are easily replaced commodities? 
New services, such as privacy advisory 
services, enable CPAs to stretch beyond the 
commodity box with work that can be priced 
to reflect that CPAs bring unique skills, 
technical competence, refined judgment, and 
valuable discipline to address the business 
challenges faced by clients.
What is this going to cost?
As with any new service offering, the greatest share of 
costs is at startup and involves learning how to adapt 
current skills and apply new ones.
To start out initially, you must become familiar 
with all the privacy resources available through the 
AICPA Web site (www.aicpa.org/privacy) and the 
reference material listed in the sidebar, “Publications, 
Tools, and Practice Aids,” on this page. Most of these 
documents are available for free or at a minimal cost
The cost to firms of developing and maintaining 
these skills will depend on the privacy needs of clients’ 
businesses and the variety of services offered. For 
example, if your firm has a number of clients in the 
medical industry, you may decide to become a specialist 
on Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA) requirements and how they affect your clients.
Other than the time required to research the privacy 
resources, costs for the materials to offer privacy 
advisory services should be less than $500.
How much billable time can you expect?
Initially, you will find that your clients may not recog­
nize the value or the cost/benefit of these services to 
them. It may be difficult to illustrate the value of these 
services by drawing parallels to other services; much of 
the research for privacy protection is carried out to 
assess customers’ preferences and the potential losses 
that can be avoided by averting a breach of privacy.
continued on next page
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However, CPAs have always maintained positive 
relationships with their clients by demonstrating 
their capabilities as they relate to services and indus­
tries. For example, clients in the medical or financial 
industries who are affected by privacy legislation may 
need help in ensuring the compliance of their privacy 
programs with all pertinent regulations. For clients in 
other industries, CPA firms can help ensure that ade­
quate privacy programs are in place to protect the per­
sonal information of both customers and employees.
Broaching the privacy issue
The initial approach should be to offer a presentation 
on why privacy is important to the clients’ busi­
nesses. This may not result in immediate billable 
hours, but, along with raising awareness, gives you 
an opportunity to demonstrate your knowledge and 
interest in assisting your clients in this area.
As a result, you may spend some time convincing 
your client to let you do a privacy assessment. You 
should understand that an initial privacy assessment 
may only be a two- to three-hour engagement for a 
small client with a potential fee of approximately 
$500 to $750. However, this initial assessment 
provides a great opportunity to recommend the 
additional privacy services your client may need.
Privacy - A service for the small firm
Still not convinced? Then consider that the market 
for privacy services is red hot. Small firms should 
examine how they cross-sell services and create a 
plan to add privacy services to their mix. Perhaps 
now more than at any other time, there is an 
opportunity to demonstrate your acumen and abil­
ity to provide assistance by helping a client under­
stand and implement privacy protection. GAPP is 
a good start, and, along with Building a Privacy 
Practice in Small and Medium-Sized CPA Firms, 
can help interested firms get a leg-up on their 
competition by pursuing this in-demand service.
Philip M. Juravel, CPA, of Juravel & Company, LLC, in 
Alpharetta, GA, is a member of the A1CPA/CICA Privacy Task 




Your help is sought in ensuring that the CPA 
Exam reflects current knowledge and skill 
requirements.
T
he AICPA Board of Examiners authorized a 
new Uniform CPA Examination practice 
analysis at its meeting on June 2 and 3, 
2006. The practice analysis will involve 
gathering data on the tasks performed in the 
workplace by newly certified CPAs, and on the 
knowledge and skill needed to perform them. The data 
will be used to update Uniform CPA Examination 
Content Specification Outlines (CSOs) to ensure 
that the examination continues to reflect current 
knowledge and skill requirements that serve to 
protect public interest.
The content validity of licensure examinations is 
maintained through practice analyses, which are 
performed periodically to capture changes in the pro­
fessional work environment. The Technical Report for 
the last CPA Examination practice analysis was issued 
in 2000. Since then, the CPA profession, the practice 
environment, and professional standards have changed. 
The new practice analysis will address these changes 
as they relate to the content of the Uniform 
CPA Examination.
CPA cooperation sought
Under the organizational structure approved by the 
Board of Examiners, the leadership body for the con­
duct of the practice analysis will be the Practice 
Analysis Oversight Group, which comprises represen­
tatives of a broad cross-section of CPA Examination 
stakeholders. Most important to the analysis is the 
cooperation of large numbers of CPAs in completing 
practice analysis surveys.
The survey instruments are now being developed 
and will be tested before being widely distributed. 
Throughout the project, input from the profession will 
be sought by various means.
Questions about the new practice analysis may be 
addressed to Gregory Johnson, Director, Examinations 
Strategy at gjohnson@aicpa.org.
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PCPS, the AICPA alliance of the CPA firms, rep­
resents more than 6,000 local and regional CPA 
firms. The goal of PCPS is to provide member 
firms with up-to-date information, advocacy, 
and solutions to challenges facing their firms 







pportunities abound for CPAs to meet 
other CPAs and professional services 
providers, as well as business and com­
munity leaders. These networking 
opportunities allow CPAs to establish relationships 
with referral sources and with other CPAs from 
whom they can draw expertise and experience. 
These relationships tend to be most fruitful when the 
parties involved are truly peers—CPAs with common 
goals, concerns, and objectives.
To foster such fruitful relationships for members, 
PCPS has organized Firm Network Groups by 
firm size:
• Small: Sole practitioner to 9 CPAs
• Medium: 10 to 24 CPAs
• Large: 25 to 49 CPAs
Participants in each group can truly network with 
their peers. At network group meetings, participants 
also have opportunities for building skills and learn­
ing from others who have undertaken initiatives to 
build their firms and enhance client services. Sue 
McCormick of Casey Peterson & Associates, Ltd., in 
Rapid City, SD, serves as chair of the Medium Size 
Firm Network Group. She cites the example from 
her group of a managing partner who described the 
obstacles encountered in launching financial services 
and the solutions that worked.
Frank Brown of Wilkins Miller, P.C. in Mobile, 
AL, another participant in the Medium Firm 
Network Group, also recognizes the value of sharing 
experiences and believes that participation in the 
group has been helpful to his firm. He cites the bene­
fit of discussing software applications with other 
users, particularly in resolving the problems that may 
arise with regard to the vendor or the software itself. 
Brown says, “It’s good to be around people from 
firms that are similarly situated but not competitors, 
and who can freely help one another.” Brown adds 
that, “participants have a lot in common and are 
smart people with good ideas.”
Another participant in the Medium Firm 
Network Group, Bob Helm of Elliot, Robinson & 
Co., LLP, echoes Brown somewhat by citing the ben­
efit of being able “to talk with other managing part­
ners about their biggest opportunities and challenges 
related to partners, senior staff, retention, and other 
issues.” Opportunities for communicating with other 
members are not limited to the time allocated for 
meetings. In the face of difficulty, group members 
contact each other via email for insight and suggestion.
Sized to fit
Although size is one of the general criteria for participat­
ing in the group, Helm noted that at the group’s last 
meeting, participants “shared financial information, 
thereby revealing which firms were more closely alike so 
that each participant could match up with those firms 
and share experiences and other information with them.” 
This allowed participants to form subgroups, which 
Helm said were “more meaningful than exchanging 
information and ideas with firm members whose experi­
ence and interests are not similar.”
Although Network Group meetings provide a forum 
for in-depth practice management discussions and an 
exchange of information on firm operations and profes­
sional issues, they also provide a forum for experts to offer 
guidance to participants. At the April 2005 meeting of 
the Medium Firm Network Group, for example, Gale 
Crosley, CPA, president of Crosley & Company, pre­
sented two sessions: one was entitled “Keeping Your 
Niche Out of the Ditch: Managing Segments,” and the 
second, “Lead Generation.” Talking about his experience 
with the group, Brown cited Crosley’s presentation on 
marketing as offering “particularly good information ”
Other leading consultants to the profession who 
spoken to the Medium Network Group include Gary 
Boomer of Boomer Consulting and Jennifer Wilson of 
Convergence Consulting.
Brown said that he particularly likes the “Featured 
Firm” presentation in which a partner-in-charge from a 
volunteer firm makes a presentation concerning his or 
her firm, and its people, mix of services, and clients. The 
partner and the group discuss what’s good and what 
works. The presenter is put on the “hot seat,” says 
Brown, “to defend what the firm does and why, which 
fosters a discussion of the problems and opportunities 
that firms face.” Brown has heard three featured firm pre­
sentations and he says they have been “always excellent.”
"Self-governing" groups
Each Firm Network Group meets twice a year and plans 
its own agenda for meetings and selects the meeting 
location. The Medium Size Firm group has scheduled a 
meeting in Charleston, SC, for November 6—7, 2006.
Rules concerning attendance requirements, participa­
tion guidelines, and other operational issues are estab­
lished by each group. Attendees pay a registration fee in 
addition to being responsible for their travel and lodging 
expenses. The only requirement to join is that your firm 
must be a member of the Private Companies Prac 
Section (PCPS).
For more information, access www.pcps.aicpa.org, 
and click on “Firm Size Network Groups.”
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LIKE-KIND EXCHANGES -KEEPING YOU AND YOUR CLIENTS OUT OF TROUBLE
RISKS OF IRC §1031 EXCHANGE
The statutory and regulatory requirements to 
qualify a like-kind exchange transaction for tax 
purposes (single or multi-asset) are technically 
complex and require strict compliance (i.e., 
form over substance). An unintentional misstep 
along the way may disqualify a transaction for 
tax deferral treatment. A CPA engaged in 
assisting clients with IRC §1031 (1031) transac­
tions must be familiar with the applicable feder­
al and state statutes and regulations and the 
resulting impact on other taxes that stem from 
these transactions, such as state/local income 
tax, sales/use tax, real estate excise tax, and 
aperty transfer tax. Furthermore, the wide 
variety of 1031 exchange strategies and services 
(i.e., forward and reverse exchanges, construc­
tion exchanges, going business exchange, and 
tenancy-in-common ownership) offered by 
accountants, lawyers, and exchange facilitators 
provide additional complications.
This article discusses some of the common 
causes of “failed” 1031 transactions, related 
malpractice claims, and how you can help 
clients avoid these problems.
CLAIM SCENARIOS
In recent years, the number and types of 1031 
exchanges have escalated. As the price of real 
estate soared, some clients bought and sold 
properties for speculation with the thought that 
the transactions would qualify as like-kind 
exchanges for federal and state income tax 
purposes. Ultimately, if the IRS deems the 
transactions to be a person’s trade or business 
with gains taxed as ordinary income and self­
employment taxes due, clients may allege that 
their CPAs failed to give them adequate advice.
The following are common claim scenarios 
and risk management tips related to 1031 
exchanges:
Scenario 1: An individual income tax client 
Id real estate and transferred the title without 
first seeking advice from his CPA. Upon 
learning of the transaction, the CPA informed 
the client about the additional tax liability 
incurred from the sale. The client alleged that 
the CPA did not give him adequate advice 
before the sale about structuring the transaction 
to meet 1031 exchange requirements.
Risk Management Tips:
• Before performing any services, including 
those related to 1031 exchanges, establish an 
understanding with the client in an engage­
ment letter that covers the nature and limita­
tions of the services you will provide, and a 
description of your responsibilities, your 
client’s responsibilities, and those of any 
other parties involved in the transaction. To 
the extent the client is engaging other profes­
sionals, such as lawyers and qualified inter­
mediaries (Qis), to assist in completing the 
transaction, note this and explain that while 
you will cooperate with them in performing 
needed services, supervising their activities is 
the client's responsibility.
• If the client requests additional services dur­
ing the engagement, amend the engagement 
letter or issue a separate engagement letter. 
Scenario 2: During a casual conversation, a 
corporate tax client told her CPA she was con­
sidering entering into a 1031 transaction. The 
CPA explained the general rules applying to 
these transactions and indicated that based on 
the brief description provided, the transaction, 
as proposed, would qualify for a 1031 
exchange. The client did not consult with the 
CPA further about the transaction and 
exchanged a parcel of land (real property) for 
an airplane (personal property). When the 
client later discovered that the transaction did 
not qualify, she sued the CPA to recover the 
unexpected tax liability, alleging that the CPA 
gave her bad advice.
Risk Management Tips:
• Acquire a high level of understanding of the 
technical statutory requirements, and obtain 
experience in dealing with 1031 transactions
prior to providing services to clients.
• Obtain sufficient information about any 
proposed transactions (i.e., timing, the type 
of property to be relinquished/replaced) 
before providing any general advice. Inform 
clients that your advice is based on the facts 
and assumptions provided and that your 
comments and conclusions may change if 
any of the facts change. Document your 
client discussions in writing and follow-up 
with a memo to clients summarizing your 
discussions. Avoid providing off-the-cuff tax 
planning advice generally, and specifically 
when it pertains to a planned or proposed 
business transaction.
• Educate clients about the different types of 
exchanges and the qualifications/require- 
ments of like-kind exchanges. Consider 
including, for example:
- The types of property that would qualify 
for an exchange and those that are 
specifically excluded under 1031.
- The fact that both the relinquished 
property and replacement property must 
be held for productive use in a trade or 
business or for investment. Specifically 
indicate that a private residence (see IRS 
Rev. Proc. 2005-14) and property held 
for immediate resale do not qualify.
- The importance of not actually or 
constructively receiving cash. A client 
would have to recognize a taxable gain 
if boot (cash, unlike property, or debt 
relief) is received in addition to the like- 
kind property, if debt is assumed by the 
other party, or if there are unused pro­
ceeds after the transaction is completed.
~ Other requirements, such as transaction 
timing, types of qualifying properties, 
valuation, property identification rules, 
and safe harbor rules.
• Discuss with clients the tax advice require­
ments of Circular 230 and the impact on




continued from page rmr 1
your fees if they want you to issue an opinion 
letter on a proposed 1031 transaction.
Scenario 3: A CPA advised her client on a 
1031 exchange and informed him about the tim­
ing requirements. After the transaction process 
began, the CPA did not follow up with the client 
about the due dates because she thought it was 
the responsibility of her client’s attorney or QI. 
Subsequently, the exchange did not qualify for 
tax deferral treatment because it did not meet the 
180-day timing requirement. The client claimed 
that he relied on the CPA to follow up with his 
other advisers about the deadlines.
Risk Management Tips:
• Suggest that clients plan ahead and research 
properties that they want to buy before 
implementing an exchange plan, thus facili­
tating the transactions within the required 
period. Make sure that clients understand that 
the deadline cannot be extended under any 
circumstances, even if the 45th or 180th 
calendar day falls on a Saturday, Sunday, 
or legal holiday.
• Meet with clients and other professionals 
engaged by the client in connection with 
planned transactions (i.e., client’s attorney and 
Ql/accommodator) to develop a work plan for 
the exchange that includes timing, due dates, 
description of tasks to be completed, identifi­
cation of the parties responsible for complet­
ing each task and preparing the necessary 
forms/documents, and any additional follow­
up comments. Document all discussions in 
your working paper file, and provide a sum­
mary letter and an approved work plan to the 
client with copies to other participants.
• Be proactive and schedule regular follow-up 
meetings or telephone conferences with 
clients and other involved parties to review 
the status of the work plan and to obtain docu­
mentation for your files that the required 
forms/documents have been executed and/or 
filed. Provide minutes of the meetings/confer- 
ences and an updated work plan to the client 
and other participants with specific notes 
that detail required follow up and upcoming 
deadlines.
• If you become aware of outstanding or 
emerging issues that may impact meeting the 
exchange deadlines, contact the client and 
other involved parties promptly, and inform 
them both orally and in writing of your con­
cerns and required follow-up.
• In the event the proposed exchange could be 
eligible for an alternative strategy that mini­
mizes the risks associated with the transac­
tion, discuss this with your client and docu­
ment the discussion. For instance, in an 
exchange involving new construction, a 
reverse exchange could be structured to 
avoid the risk of construction delays and 
thereby mitigate the risks associated with 
IRC § 1031 time limitations.
• If you learn that a client or any other party has 
or plans to alter any of the document dates to 
meet the exchange deadlines, withdraw from 
the engagement immediately.
Some CPAs assume that other parties work­
ing with clients’ planned exchange transactions 
have discussed exchange-related issues with the 
clients or, alternatively, presume the issues are 
not sufficiently important to warrant discussing 
them. Even at the risk of being redundant, dis­
cuss any and all related or pertinent issues with 
clients. These might include, for example, 
multi-asset exchanges, personal property issues, 
transfer taxes, state income tax withholdings, 
and the qualifications of a QI.
CONCLUSION
A 1031 exchange gives a taxpayer an oppor­
tunity to defer taxes on the gain from a sale of 
property. However, there are multiple and com­
plex tax issues and pitfalls embedded in these 
transactions and the governing gain deferral 
requirements. Clients need your assistance to 
plan a qualifying exchange and to understand 
the importance of adhering to the requirements. 
While there are risks associated with every 
business transaction, keeping clients informed 
about these requirements and remaining vigilant 
in following up on these matters and document­
ing both your understanding of the matter and 
the required follow-up helps to facilitate a suc­
cessful exchange and minimizes your risk of a 
malpractice claim if an exchange fails to qualify 
for tax deferral.
May 2006
By Ellen VanDeLaarschot, CPA, Risk Control 
Consultant, CNA, Accountants Professional 
Liability, CNA Center, Chicago, IL 60685
Executive Summary
• Professional liability claims relating to like- 
kind exchanges under IRC §1031 stem 
from clients’ stated reliance on the CPA to 
provide proper or adequate advice and to 
ensure that the transaction will qualify for 
tax-deferred treatment.
• Severe time constraints, inadequate plan­
ning, miscommunications, and complacen­
cy often cause exchanges to be disqualified 
for tax deferral purposes. CPAs can help 
manage malpractice risk from failed 1031 
transactions by:
“ Accepting a 1031 engagement only if 
they have attained a high level of tech­
nical competency and acquired consid­
erable experience with 1031 exchanges 
before beginning to provide services.
- Obtaining a signed engagement letter 
defining the responsibilities of all parties 
involved in an exchange transaction and 
any limitations on the services to be pro­
vided — before any services are provided.
- Maintaining current training about the 
technical requirements of 1031 exchanges 
and educating clients about these before a 
transaction is implemented.
- Assisting clients in properly structuring 
an exchange and closely monitoring the 
exchange work plan to ensure that techni­
cal requirements have been satisfied.
- Documenting all discussions with clients 
and other involved parties and being pro­
active throughout the engagement 
regarding follow-up activities required 
by die client and other professionals 
associated with the transaction.
Additional Resources
• “The Best of Both Worlds,” by William 
Edward Allen in and Mary B. Foster, 
Journal of Accountancy, August 2005
• “Like-Kind Exchanges-Common 
Problems and Solutions,” by Robert A. 
Briskin, The Tax Adviser, April 2005
• “Reverse Exchanges Come of Age,” by 
Ronald L. Raitz and Bridgette M. Raiz, 
Journal of Accountancy, August 2001
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CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME
Many CPAs provide professional services to 
not-for-profit (NFP) organizations. Services gen­
erally include traditional practice areas, such as 
lit, assurance, tax, bookkeeping, and consult- 
mg services. Some firms specialize in serving 
particular niches, such as hospitals and health 
care institutions, while others serve local charities 
and social service organizations as a means of 
supporting their local community. Many CPAs 
view these client relationships as "low risk" and 
price their services competitively to keep profes­
sional staff busy during slow periods. However, 
claim statistics tell a different story. In fact, 13% 
of all claims in the AICPA Professional Liability 
Insurance Program that arise from audit practices 
originate with NFP clients. NFP claims are also 
arising from bookkeeping engagements with 
increasing frequency.
THE ENVIRONMENT
Charities and other NFP organizations receive 
billions of dollars annually from individual 
donors, corporations, foundations, government- 
sponsored grant programs, and others. To main­
tain their funding and provide program services, 
NFPs must maintain the trust and confidence of 
their benefactors. This is accomplished in part 
by complying with applicable laws, regulations, 
funding, and grant terms stipulated by donors, 
supporters, and government-sponsored pro­
grams. While these are the responsibilities of
’ boards of directors and corporate officers of 
.e NFP, CPAs play an important role by pro­
viding advice and assistance in these matters 
and informing management of accounting, tax, 
and compliance issues that come to their atten­
tion while performing professional services.
Many NFP organizations have few full and 
part-time paid staff who perform program, 
administrative, and oversight functions, and 
instead rely on a corps of volunteers. As a 
result, supervision, separation of duties, and 
internal control measures are often lacking.
NFPs are under increased scrutiny, as the 
public has learned of wrongdoing and spending 
excesses within these organizations. While the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) applies to 
public companies rather than NFP organiza­
tions, some of its provisions are being viewed 
by NFP boards of directors and others as appro­
priate practices for NFP organizations. In addi­
tion, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC), and other 
federal and state regulators and legislators have 
focused on revisions and changes designed to 
improve NFP practices and provide increased 
oversight for NFP organizations.
These initiatives include, for example:
• IRS Tax Exempt Compensation 
Enforcement Project, which is designed to 
determine if executive and insider compensa­
tion paid by tax-exempt entities has been 
properly determined and reported by the 
organization (see IR-2004-106).
• IRS review of inappropriate political cam­
paign intervention by tax-exempt organiza­
tions (see IRS Fact Sheet FS-2006-17, 
“Election Year Activities and the Prohibition 
on Political Campaign Intervention for 
Section 501 (c)(3) Organizations”).
• IRS establishment of the Exempt 
Organization Compliance Unit (EOCU) to 
scrutinize NFP Form 990s.
• Hearings by the United States Senate 
Finance Committee regarding potential 
reforms in governance and other operating 
practices and tax matters affecting tax- 
exempt charities.
• State-specific legislation and regulations 
aimed at improving the accountability and 
transparency of charities. For example, the 
State of California adopted the Nonprofit 
Integrity Act of2004, effective January 1, 
2005. Among other provisions, it requires 
that governing bodies of charities review and 
approve executive compensation, that certain 
charities establish an audit committee 
appointed by its board of directors, and that 
charities with gross revenues of $2 million or 
more have their annual financial statements 
audited by an independent CPA.
MALPRACTICE CLAIMS AGAINST CPAS
NFP malpractice claims against accountants 
tend to fall within three basic categories:
• Allegations that the accountants failed to 
detect and report an ongoing fraud or embez­
zlement by management or bookkeeping per­
sonnel to the board of directors.
• Allegations that the accountants failed to 
detect and report evidence of non-compli­
ance with applicable tax or financial state­
ment filing obligations, regulations, funding, 
and grant terms to the board of directors.
• Allegations of accounting or auditing errors, 
leading to incorrect bookkeeping records 
(i.e., general ledgers) or materially misstated 
financial statements.
Notwithstanding the fact that these entities 
frequently have poorly maintained records and 
weak or nonexistent internal controls, most 
claims also allege that the accountants failed to 
alert the board of directors to these problems, 
thereby preventing the board from:
• Addressing fraud and embezzlement prob­
lems as soon as possible and limiting poten­
tial losses in subsequent periods.
• Avoiding the loss of funding due to compli­
ance problems or decreased confidence in the 
organization due to accounting deficiencies.
• Protecting the NEP’s tax-exempt status.
Investigations of audit claims sometimes 
reveal significant deficiencies in the work per­
formed by auditors, particularly when a client is 
small and an audit is only required to comply 
with funding or grant requirements. Such enti­
ties may budget only a few thousand dollars per 
year for the audit work, and their accounting 
records are often in disarray.
Nevertheless, in part to keep staff working 
and in part as a service to the community, some 
CPA firms accept engagements under these 
terms and cut comers on the presumption that 
there is little risk associated with such engage­
ments. Typical deficiencies in audit engage­
ments include inadequate analytical testing, 
acceptance of end-of-period adjusting entries 
without adequate support or explanation by 
management, and failure to conduct inquiry 
regarding significant changes in expenses. 
Auditors run the risk of jeopardizing their inde­
pendence when clients have not maintained up- 
to-date accounting records and demand that the 
auditor complete the accounting work because 
they have no staff qualified to do so.
While the adequacy of work done is often 
questioned in audit claims, allegations in book­
keeping claims typically center around the 
accountant's failure to detect an ongoing pattern 
of improper payments to third-party vendors, 
untimely processing of and/or inadequate 
controls over the receipt of charitable contribu­
tions, and the use of entity funds to pay the per­
sonal expenses of employees and officers of the 
entity. While accountants often view bookkeep­
ing services as a ministerial service, in a not-for- 
profit organization, members of the board of 
directors often view the independent accountant 
continued on page rmr 4
Executive Summary
• The success of not-for-profit organizations is 
based, in part, on their compliance with 
applicable laws and regulations and mainte­
nance of the trust and confidence of bene­
factors and other funding sources.
• CPAs, boards of directors, corporate offi­
cers, and other professionals have an impor­
tant role to play in ensuring NFPs have and 
follow appropriate business, financial, and 
accounting practices and procedures.
• CPAs must be proactive in establishing and 
maintaining open communications with NFP 
boards of directors. Reporting matters of 
concern to the board in a timely manner, 
especially when potential fraud is present, is 
critical to a firm’s liability risk management.
• Evaluating NFP governance procedures 
should be an important aspect of a CPA 
firm’s new client/engagement evaluation 
process.
Additional Resources
• Not-for-Profit Organizations Industry 
Development - 2005, American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants, Inc., New 
York, NY 10036 (product number 022425)
• Not-for-Profit Organizations, AICPA Audit 
and Accounting Guide, American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants, Inc., New 
York, NY 10036 (product number 
0126450)
• AICPA Audit Committee Toolkit - Not-for- 
Profit-Organizations on the AICPA website 
at  Audcommctr/ 
toolkitsnpo/homepage.htm
https://www.aicpa.org/
• Guide to Fraud in Governmental and Not 
for Profit Environments, American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants, Inc., New 
York, NY 10036 (product number 091021)
• “Small Business, Big Losses,” by Joseph T. 
Wells, Journal of Accountancy, December 
2004, at  
/pubs/jofa/dec2004/wells.htm
https://www.aicpa.org
• “MoreTalk, More Action,” by Karen M. 




continued from page rmr 3 
as a watchdog over the activities of a largely unsu­
pervised executive director of the organization.
LIABILITY RISK MANAGEMENT FOR 
NFP ENGAGEMENTS
Managing risk in NFP engagements comes 
down to several basic practices: client and 
engagement acceptance and continuance, qual­
ity control, and effective oral and written client 
communications. The following risk manage­
ment procedures are recommended when 
serving NFP organizations:
Follow established client engagement 
acceptance procedures
Firms should adhere to their new client/ 
engagement review and acceptance procedures. 
Procedures should not be abbreviated because 
the prospective client is a NFP. Background 
checks should be considered for key officers, 
employees, and members of the board of 
directors. Regardless of the circumstances 
leading to the engagement of a new CPA firm, 
communicate with the predecessor CPA firm 
about the organization and the predecessor’s 
work. Sufficient inquiry should be conducted 
to determine the qualifications of the entity's 
accounting personnel, the status of required tax 
filings and accounting records, and the exis­
tence of and application of basic internal 
controls. References from the NFP should be 
obtained and checked.
Evaluate client governance
The NFP’s governance structure and prac­
tices, especially at the board of director level, 
should be considered prior to acceptance of an 
engagement. An evaluation of the practices fol­
lowed by the board in overseeing the activities 
of the executive director/CEO and other key 
personnel should be conducted. Likewise, the 
firm should ask about board oversight of 
executive compensation and benefits, financial 
controls and reporting, and conflict of interest 
policies.
Evaluate client and engagement 
continuance annually
Both clients and engagements change over 
time. Corporate governance and client and 
engagement review procedures should be con­
sidered annually. In an engagement that includes 
tax or audit services, these matters should be 
considered several months prior to the time 
annual work begins. In the event a relationship 
must be terminated, this provides the client with 
adequate time to engage a new firm.
Evaluate fraud risk
Failure to detect and report embezzlement 
or financial statement fraud committed by 
client employees is the most prevalent cause 
of CPA malpractice claims arising from NFP 
engagements in the AICPA Professional 
Liability Insurance Program, regardless of 
the level of financial statement service. 
Contributing factors include a lack of internal 
controls, segregation of duties, and oversight 
of bookkeeping and treasury-related func­
tions. One recurring factor is an executive 
director/CEO who has the ability to circum­
vent established procedures without the 
board's knowledge, and a hands-off board 
of directors that is only involved in fund- 
raising. In this regard:
• Maintain an inquisitive and skeptical atti­
tude in performing all services. If request­
ed information, explanations, or documen­
tation is missing or not provided to you, 
pursue the matter until you are satisfied.
• Be proactive in establishing and main­
taining communications with the board 
of directors. Even though your primary 
contact may be with the executive direc­
tor/CEO for purposes of performing 
accounting, attest, or tax services, you 
should make your engagement arrange­
ments with the board and report on the 
completion of your work to the board.
• Before an engagement is complete, 
consider requesting a meeting with the 
board to report on the preliminary status 
of your work, any preliminary findings 
and observations, and any difficulties 
(for example, lack of cooperation from 
NFP employees, insufficient documenta­
tion, incomplete records, etc.) encoun­
tered in performing your work. Always 
extend this invitation to the entire board 
rather than select members, as alle­
giances between the executive director 
and individual board members could 
otherwise interfere with your ability to 
communicate findings to the full board.
• Report unexplained transactions and 
missing documentation to the appropri­
ate level of management/board of direc­
tors of the NFP in accordance with pro­
fessional and regulatory standards and 
guidance in a timely manner. Always 
communicate your preliminary find- 
ings/observations to at least one manage­
ment level above the level where the 
problem was detected. If a timely 
response is not received, or the response 
appears to be inaccurate or incomplete, 
do not hesitate to provide this informa­
tion directly to the board. If the organi­
zation receives funding or grants from 
government agencies or other private 
organizations, consider the impact of 
your findings on the need to report to 
such third parties.
• Always use an engagement letter 
addressed to the board of directors or 
audit committee to document engagement 
scope, client and firm responsibilities, and 
other arrangements.
• When performing attest services, consider 
and comply with the requirements of 
AICPA Ethics Interpretation 101-3, 
Performance of Nonattest Services. 
NFPs often need accounting and other 
services, which if performed, could 
impair the firm’s independence.
Performing services for NFPs, particularly 
charitable organizations, can be both profitable 
for the firm and an effective way to support 
local community interests. However, every 
professional engagement, even if performed at 
a reduced fee, requires the full focus and com­
mitment of the firm. Failing to do so increases 
your risk of errors and malpractice claims.
MAY 2006
By John McFadden, CPA, CFE, Risk Control 
Consulting Director, CNA, Accountants 
Professional Liability, Chicago, IL 60604
The Professional and Personal Liability Insurance Programs Committee objective is to assure the availability of liability insurance at reasonable rates for local firms and. 
to assist them in controlling risk through education. For information about the AICPA Program, call the national administrator, Aon Insurance Services, at (800) 221-3023| 




Financial models have diverse applications in 
business and industry as well as government and 
nonprofit organizations. Computer technology 
has contributed to their growth and variety.
The following article is an overview of the pur­
pose of using financial models, including the 
questions about an organization that can be 
addressed by financial modeling. The discussion 
includes a description of situations that might 
prompt a client to ask the practitioner for help in 
preparing a financial model and the possible 
engagement outputs. The article is adapted  from 
a recent revision of AICPA Consulting Services 
Practice Aid, Preparing Financial Models.
P
ractitioners often advise and assist clients 
in financial planning. A major financial 
planning assignment is to help prepare 
financial projections and forecasts, a task 
made much easier by the use of financial models. 
Moreover, with the explosion of personal comput­
ing and related software packages, the process of 
modeling has become infinitely more accessible.
A model can be defined as a tool that mimics rele­
vant features of the situation being studied. A mathe­
matical model mimics reality by using the language 
of mathematics. In An Introduction to Mathematical 
Modeling (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1978), 
Edward A. Bender defines the mathematical model as 
“an abstract, simplified, mathematical construct 
related to a part of reality and created for a particular 
purpose.” More recent definitions of a model are “a 
representation of a system, process, or relationship in 
mathematical form in which equations are used to 
simulate the behavior of the system or process under 
study. The model usually consists of two parts: the 
mathematical structure itself and the particular con­
stants or parameters associated with them. (See 
www. racermm. comlreports/glossary, htm.)
Russell I. Ackoff and Patrick Riovett, in A 
Manager’s Guide to Operations Research (New York: John 
iley & Sons, 1963), describe how a mathematical 
model may be used:
Since the astronomer cannot manipulate the system he 
studies, he builds a representation of it. This he calls a 
“mathematical model. ” It represents the structure of the real 
system in quantitative terms. Models can be manipulated 
and analyzed more easily than the real system and hence per­
mit the user to carry on vicarious experimentation. He can 
systematically vary some properties of the system, holding oth­
ers constant, and in this way determine how the system as a 
whole would be affected if the changes actually did occur. 
In fact, he simulates the real-life alteration and 
experiments in abstract terms.
The origins of modeling date back to the earliest 
understandings of planetary relationships and evolved 
to other modern sciences as well. In fact, space explo­
ration was one of the earliest of the complex modeling 
applications seen today.
The purpose of financial modeling is to—
• Concentrate management planning on the most 
relevant aspects of a business and associated rela­
tionships.
• Evaluate the consequences of alternative decisions. 
• Assess the impact of quantifiable outside forces.
• Provide a flexible structure for modification.
• Permit analysis and experimentation with complex 
situations to a degree that would be difficult or 
impossible within the framework of the actual sys­
tem as a result, for instance, of time, legal, and 
operational constraints.
• Provide the ability to measure and track 
performance.
• Forecast and modify expectations.
• Provide a vehicle for improved communication 
among managers.
Financial models can be applied across the entire 
spectrum of business and industry as well as in 
government and nonprofit organizations. Managers, 
directors, and lending officers are attracted to finan­
cial models because they facilitate comprehensive 
planning. Modeling accomplishes this by introducing 
statistical data about relationships and trends, which 
permits the ordering of the diverse variables relating 
to the future of a business.
Models can help answer specific questions about an 
organization, such as the following:
• Will the expansion of a plant be worth the cost, 
and can its financing be paid out of earnings?
• What will be the internal rate of return from the 
cash flow of a project over what number of years?
• Given the data on operations for the year to date 
plus data on past seasonality, how are the 
company’s results likely to be at the end of a 
certain period?
• What new variables are affecting the pre-existing 
models and therefore altering previous estimates?
The client and the practitioner need to realize that 
a large number of models are possible, and that a large 
number of sets of data and formulas could be used to
continued on next page 
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develop a model of any situation. The initial task is to 
select one set or a small number of sets of data for 
actual trial and presentation to achieve the objectives of 
the business using the tools prescribed by enterprise 
management.
Typical engagement situations
A number of circumstances may prompt a client to 
seek the assistance that can be provided by a financial 
model. The following are examples:
• The client’s lender has requested financial projec­
tions in connection with loan financing.
• The client must make a decision regarding, for 
instance, the opportunity to purchase another busi­
ness or enter another market; acquire new facilities 
or equipment; or change production marketing or 
financial policies.
• A client’s budgeting process has been inadequate for 
several years.
• The client has decided that a formal approach to 
strategic financial planning is desirable or wants to 
integrate existing unit plans into an overall financial 
plan.
• The client seeks a financial model that can be used 
as a “what-if’ management tool in determining new 
product markets, product deletions, pricing 
impacts, and sales mixes.
• The client wishes to quantify, analyze, or modify 
interrelationships among activities within the 
organization.
Engagement outputs
Engagements involving the development of a financial 
model for purposes other than personal financial plan­
ning are the focus of this article. The output of such 
engagements is the financial model. Such engagements 
might include—
• Reviewing or developing planning concepts in the 
client organization.
• Selecting, gathering, compiling, validating, and 
assessing the data required in the planning process.
• Determining the relationships and interactions 
among the key factors in client operations and 
finances.
• Reviewing financial, planning, and operating 
assumptions with the client.
• Constructing a formal model of key factors, 
relationships, and interactions.
• Analyzing, testing, and presenting results 
produced by running the model using various com­
binations of assumptions, relationships, and activity 
levels.
• Revising or updating the output as time 
using amended or incremental inputs.
• Submitting the model to the client for future use 
and maintenance with appropriate documentation 
and training.
A fully customized model may be unnecessary for a 
particular financial application because off-the-shelf 
software packages may be available to accomplish the 
same purpose. Planguru (www.planguru.com) is an 
example of software that is functional in its own right 
and interacts seamlessly with Microsoft’s Excel soft­
ware. By far, Microsoft’s Excel is the most popular soft­
ware product on the market today. Other software is 
available, however, such as Quickbooks, ValuSource, 
and Profit Mentor, to name a few.
About Preparing Financial Models
What it contains and howto obtain it
The AICPA Practice Aid Preparing Financial Models 
illustrates how financial models facilitate the devel­
opment of financial projects and forecasts. In addi­
tion, it provides samples of engagement letters and 
tasks and outputs associated with developing finan­
cial models. The practice aid is structured as folloZ 
• Classification of models, including discussions 
of deterministic, probablistic, and optimization 
models.
• Engagement considerations, including objectives 
and client benefits, a listing of the common pitfalls 
inhibiting the achievement of engagement objec­
tives, and engagement scope and approach.
• Appendices, glossary, and an extensive list of print 
and Web resources.
Preparing Financial Models supersedes Consulting 
Services Practice 92-6, which has the same title.
To obtain a copy or for more information, visit 
www.cpa2biz.com/store, call 1-888-777-7077, or fax 
1-800-362-5066. Copies of the practice aid were dis­
tributed gratis to members of the AICPA BVFLS 
Membership Section.
Letters to the Editor
The Practicing CPA encourages readers 
to write letters on practice management 
and on published articles. Please remem­
ber to include your name and telephone 
and fax numbers. Send your letters by 
e-mail to pcpa@aicpa.org.
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PCPS
AICPA Private Companies Practice Section
N
umerous resources 
from PCPS offer 
members the 
chance to learn 
about the trends affecting firms, 
understand how similar prac­
tices operate, enhance various 
practice management initia­
tives, and discover what the 
most talented young CPAs seek 
in an employer. This Update 
describes these member bene­
fits—and more—that should not 
be missed.
Staffing Heads Top Issues
W
hat’s the hottest 
topic in practice 
management? 
As it has since 
1997, finding and retaining 
qualified staff headed this year’s 
list of Top Issues in Practice 
Management. PCPS regularly 
conducts surveys to learn what 
issues are of the greatest concern 
to members, and the Top Issues 
list has proven to be an excellent 
gauge of important trends. PCPS 
compiles the list to benefit mem­
bers—offering them valuable 
insights into current develop­
ments—and to gather information 
that can be used to design advan­
tageous programs and resources 
for firms.
After staffing, the other top 
five issues this year were:
• Succession planning
• Marketing/practice growth
• Keeping up with the com­




Firms face many different 
issues based on their size, so 
PCPS also broke out the data 
to understand what concerns 
were important to practices in 
various market segments, from 
sole practitioners on up. You 
can find out more about this 
research, including informa­
tion about AICPA resources 
that firms can use to address 
the top five issues, at 
http:/lpcps.aicpa.org/Resource 
s/Firm + Practice+Manageme 




hy do talented 
young CPAs 
join a firm? 
To learn about 
their attitudes and expectations, 
PCPS recently conducted a new 
“Top Tale t Study,” similar to its 
landmark 2001 survey. Among 
the findings were that 80% said 
that career growth opportunities 
influenced their decision to 
accept a job offer, 79% believed 
that paid personal or vacation 
time was a critical issue, and 
78% thought salary was a key 
concern.
Since staffing is a vital issue 
for firms, it’s important to 
understand what the most tal­
ented young professionals are 
seeking. In the Top Talent 
Study, CPA firm managing 
partners asked their most highly 
valued nonpartner employees to 
answer questions about, among 
other things, their expectations
on advancement opportunities, 
job benefits and firm culture, 
and how these factors affected 
their decisions to join or stay 
with a firm. For comparison pur­
poses, PCPS asked managing 
partners to weigh in on the 
importance of all the same issues 
in hiring and retention.
PCPS members will have the 
chance to learn a lot more about 
what the top talent group has to 
say. PCPS plans to release a 
brochure this fall as a free benefit 
to members that will describe 
the survey results and examine 
workable best practices for 
firms. Members can also read 
more about the study and how 
firms are tackling staffing 
issues in a November Journal of 
Accountancy article.





online PCPS Practice 
Management Forums, 
which began in June, 
have been a huge success. Be 
sure to save the dates for our 
fall series of Forums, valuable 
presentations designed exclu­
sively for our members. They 
include:
•“Developing Your Firm’s 
Marketing Plan,” to be pre­
sented by Jennifer Lee Wilson, 
Co-Founder, Convergence 
Coaching, on September 21, 
from 2 to 3:30 P.M. EST
•“Performance Evaluations 
That Work! The Power of 
Communication,” presented 
by the Institute’s own Mark 
Koziel, Senior Technical 
Manager — Firm Practice
Membership in PCPS is more valuable than ever. Join now for $35 per CPA, up to a maximum of $700, 
by visiting pcps.aicpa.org/Memberships/Join+PCPS.htm or by going to www.awpa.org/pcps and clicking the 
"Join PCPS" button on the home page. If you are already a member but haven't activated your access to 
the online Firm Practice Center or haven't shared your unique activation link (sent to you this past 
summer) with others in your firm, now is the time to do so. Contact the AICPA Service Center at 
1-888-777-7077, Option 3, or at service@aicpa.org for assistance or for more information.
continued on next page
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Management/PCPS, on October 18, from 2 to 
3:30 P.M. EST.
•“Pricing on Purpose—Implementing Value 
Pricing in Your Firm,” presented by Ron Baker, 
best-selling author of Professional’s Guide to Nalue 
Pricing, The Firm of the Future, Pricing on Purpose, 
and Measure What Matters to Customers, on 
November 14, from 2 to 3:30 P.M. EST.
PCPS members will receive e-mailed invitations to 
register before each forum, so don’t miss your 
chance to sign up.
MAP Survey Results Coming Soon
September 1 marked the successful completion of 
the 2006 PCPS/TSCPA National Management of 
an Accounting Practice (MAP) Survey. The results 
will be available free in mid-October to all PCPS 
members. A total of 2,373 firms participated in 
the last national biannual MAP survey, conducted 
in 2004, and it looks like it will be another banner 
year for this initiative. The survey offers local and 
regional CPA firms the most comprehensive 
benchmarking information available on manage­
ment policies and financial results in practices like 
theirs. It includes detailed size-specific and prac­
tice-specific information, as well as questions tai­
lored to sole practitioners. The survey has the 
support of 41 state societies and the Association for
Accounting Administration, which guarantees a 
strong response and a robust perspective on the 
state of practice today. Besides the reports to PCPS 
members that will be available next month, more 
information will be forthcoming in the PCPS 
Firm Practice Center and in future PCPS Updates.
Upcoming Firm Size
Network Groups
The meeting dates and locations have been set for 
the fall series of PCPS Firm Size Network Groups, 
(see the article “Opportunities for Productive 
Networking” on page 4). Due to the tremendous 
interest in the Small Firm Network Group (for 
sole practitioners to firms with nine CPAs), PCPS 
is launching a new group this fall. Existing mem­
bers of the Small Firm Network Group will meet 
in San Diego on November 2 and 3. For new 
members, there is a meeting in San Diego on 
October 30 and 31. The Medium Firm Network 
Group, for firms with 10 to 24 CPAs, will meet 
in Charleston, South Carolina, on November 9 
and 10, while the Large Firm Network Group, for 
firms with 25 to 49 CPAs, will convene in New 
York on October 30 and 31.
To see past agendas and information about 
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